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Abstract
By a symmetric interval partition we mean a perfect, closed random set  in [0; 1] of Lebesgue
measure 0, such that the lengths of the connected components of c occur in random order. Such
sets are analogous to the regenerative sets on R+, and in particular there is a natural way to
de/ne a corresponding local time random measure  with support . In this paper, the author’s
recently developed duality theory is used to construct versions of the Palm distributions Qx of 
with attractive continuity and approximation properties. The results are based on an asymptotic
formula for hitting probabilities and a delicate construction and analysis of conditional densities.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In Kallenberg (1999) we developed a general duality theory that makes it possible
to study the Palm distributions Qx of a locally /nite random measure  on a suitable
space S in terms of associated conditional density processes. To outline the main ideas,
write I for the restriction of  to the complement I c of a small set I ⊂ S, and as-
sume that E[|I]E a.s. on I with a measurable density MIx . We may then de/ne
QxA= E[MIx ;  ∈ A] for sets A in the -/eld RI generated by I . In particular, Qx is
then continuous in total variation on RI i@ MIx is L
1-continuous in x, in which case
MIx is a reverse martingale in I for /xed x. This in turn guarantees that the expressions
for Qx for di@erent choices of I are consistent. Furthermore, the Palm distributions Qx
can be approximated by elementary conditional distributions P[ ∈ ·|I ¿ 0], when-
ever the corresponding hitting probabilities P[I ¿ 0|I] are asymptotically equal to
P{I ¿ 0}MIx . For further details, we refer to Section 3 of the mentioned paper.
As a /rst application of the duality theory, we studied in Kallenberg (1999) the Palm
distributions associated with the local time random measure of a regenerative random
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set. Here a weak regularity condition was suGcient to guarantee the existence of ver-
sions of the Palm distributions with attractive continuity and approximation properties.
To verify the required regularity properties of the conditional densities was relatively
straightforward in this case, owing to the strong Markov property and some other
special devices that are available only in the Markovian context.
In this paper we consider the /nite-interval counterparts of regenerative sets—the
so-called symmetric interval partitions—where those special tools and techniques are
no longer available. This leads to many new challenges, and, in fact, the whole paper
may be regarded as a single long proof, divided into numerous subroutines, of the
main regularity and approximation theorems for Palm distributions appearing at the end.
However, some auxiliary results from the earlier sections may have some independent
interest, especially those on conditional densities and hitting probabilities in Sections
4 and 5.
To describe a symmetric interval partition or exchangeable random set, we may
start with a sequence of numbers b1 ¿ b2 ¿ · · ·¿ 0 with sum 1. The associated
partition  may be characterized as a random closed subset of [0; 1] such that the
connected components of the complement c are intervals of lengths b1; b2; : : : occurring
in random order. More precisely, we assume for every ¿ 0 that the interval lengths
¿, enumerated from left to right, form a /nite exchangeable sequence.
We may construct such a random set  from a generating process of the form
Xt =
∑
k
bk1{k 6 t}; t ∈ [0; 1]; (1)
where the random variables 1; 2; : : : are i.i.d. U(0; 1) (uniformly distributed on [0; 1]).
Note that X is the /nite-interval counterpart of a subordinator with vanishing drift
component. We may now de/ne  as the closure of the range of X . As in the regen-
erative case, the associated local time random measure  is obtained most conveniently
as the image of Lebesgue measure  under the random map X : [0; 1]→ [0; 1]. In other
words,
B=
∫ 1
0
1{Xt ∈ B} dt; B ∈ B; (2)
where B = B([0; 1]) is the Borel -/eld on [0; 1] and 1{· · ·} denotes the indicator
function of the set within brackets. It is easy to check that X is a.s. strictly increasing
and right-continuous with jump sizes b1; b2; : : : ; that  is a.s. perfect, and that  is a.s.
di@use with support . We also note that X and  are a.s. measurably determined by
, via the law of large numbers. (The proofs are mostly analogous to those in the
regenerative case, as presented in Kallenberg (1997, Chapter 19).)
Symmetric interval partitions arise naturally in both theory (of continuous-time ex-
changeability) and applications (supposedly to game theory). In particular, their Haus-
dor@ measure was studied in Kallenberg (1974), and in Kallenberg (1981) such sets
were shown to arise through conditioning in regenerative sets. Berbee (1981) proved by
an intricate argument that x ∈  a.s. for every x ∈ (0; 1). A more systematic study, in-
cluding characterizations by reNections and other symmetries, general uniqueness and
weak convergence criteria, and various local time properties, appears in Kallenberg
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(1982). Finally, in Kallenberg (1983), the local time intensity E was shown, under a
weak regularity condition, to admit a density with nice continuity properties.
Throughout this paper, we consider an exchangeable process X as in (1) with associ-
ated local time  as in (2) and with closed range . To avoid making trite exceptions
for null sets, we may assume that all the previously mentioned a.s. properties hold
identically. In particular,  and  are assumed to determine each other uniquely and
may be used interchangeably to describe conditional distributions. It is often convenient
to write  =
∑
k bk where x denotes the Dirac measure that assigns a unit mass to
the point x. Using this notation, we may de/ne
mh =
∑
k
(bk ∧ h) =
∫ 1
0
(x ∧ h)(dx) =
∫ h
0
(r; 1] dr; h¿ 0; (3)
where the last equality holds by Fubini’s theorem.
As in the regenerative case treated in Kallenberg (1999), a weak regularity condition
is needed to ensure the validity of the main results. Following Kallenberg (1983), we
introduce the index
= sup
{
r ¿ 0; lim
u→∞u
2−r∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}=∞
}
and assume that ¿ 0. Note that in general  ∈ [0; 1]. If  = 0, then bk tends very
rapidly to 0, which tends to induce a more deterministic behavior of  and  that
destroys the required continuity of the conditional densities (or, indeed, the existence
of such densities in the /rst place).
Our main result is Theorem 6.3, which justi/es the entire study by showing how
the Palm distributions Qx of  may be approximated by elementary conditional distri-
butions P[ ∈ ·|I ¿ 0] as I → {x}. This allows us to interpret Qx as the conditional
distribution of , given that x ∈  (even though the latter event has probability 0).
Though the mentioned approximation property holds automatically when  is a simple
point process (cf. Kallenberg 1986, Theorem 12:8), it may very well fail in general,
and a separate investigation seems to be required in each case.
Since speci/c versions of the Palm distributions Qx are constructed from the condi-
tional densities MIx , it becomes urgent to verify a number of desirable properties. For
example, since [0; 1] ≡ 1 by the de/nition of , we would hope that  [0; 1] = 1 a.e.
Qx for every x. In Theorem 6.2 we show that this is indeed true for our constructed
versions of Qx, with an obvious exception for the points x where the density px of E
vanishes and Qx is undetermined. The result enables us to extend the mentioned con-
tinuity and approximation properties of the Palm distributions Qx to the sense of weak
convergence with respect to the weak topology on the space of probability measures
on [0; 1].
We have seen how the duality theory requires us to /nd suitable densities MIx
of the random measures E[|I] and to estimate the associated hitting probabilities
P[I ¿ 0|I]. The former are constructed in Section 4 by a conditional Fourier in-
version followed by extensions in several steps to larger domains and more general
-/elds. This relies on some technical estimates from Section 3, some of which are
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in turn based on more primitive versions in Kallenberg (1983). As for the hitting
probabilities, we prove in Section 5 that
P{I ¿ 0} ∼ pxP{˜I ¿ 0}= pxmI ; I → {x};
whenever the density p is positive and continuous at x, which explains the signi/cance
of the function mh in (3). Here ˜ denotes the local time of a cyclically stationary version
˜ of . In other words, we may take ˜ =  + # and ˜I = (I − #) (mod 1) where #
is U(0; 1) and independent of .
Apart from the strong dependence on results from Kallenberg (1999), the present
paper is essentially self-contained. In particular, no prior knowledge of random sets,
random measures, or exchangeability theory is required beyond the basic de/nitions,
as provided by Matheron (1975), Kallenberg (1986), and Aldous (1985), respectively.
Regarding Palm distributions, we need only the general Ryll–Nardzewski de/nition
QsA=
E[(ds);  ∈ A]
E(ds)
a:e: E
(which requires the intensity measure E to be -/nite), though some further back-
ground, as provided by Matthes et al. (1978), Kallenberg (1986), and Daley and
Vere-Jones (1988), may be helpful for motivation. To develop some intuition about
symmetric interval partitions and their associated local time random measures, the
reader may consult the analogous theory for regenerative sets, as presented in Kallen-
berg (1997, Chapter 19).
We conclude this section with some remarks on notation. All random objects in
this paper are assumed to be de/ned on some /xed probability space ($;A; P) with
associated integration operator E, and we write E[;A] =
∫
A  dP. The distribution or
law P◦−1 of a random element  is often written as L(), and by  d=% we mean that
L() =L(%). Given a suitable metric space S, we write B(S) for the Borel -/eld
on S, M(S) for the set of locally /nite measures on S, and M1(S) for the subclass
of probability measures. For  ;  1;  2; : : : ∈ M1(S), the weak convergence  n w→ is
de/ned by the condition  nf →  f for all bounded, continuous functions f on S.
The measure with  -density f is denoted by f · . For positive functions f and g, the
relation f g means that f 6 cg for some constant c¿ 0. We adopt the conventions
N= {1; 2; : : :}; Z+ = {0; 1; 2; : : :}, and R+ = [0;∞).
2. Some technical preliminaries
In this section we collect some technical results of a general nature that will be
needed in subsequent sections. The hurried reader might skip to Section 3 and return
for reference when need arises.
We begin with an error estimate in the strong law of large numbers.
Lemma 2.1. Let 1; 2; : : : be i:i:d: [0; 1]-valued random variables with mean c and put
Sn =
∑
k6n k . Then
P
{
sup
n¿m
|n−1Sn − c|¿r
}
6 2e−r
2m=2; r ¿ 0; m ∈ N:
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Proof. The sequence Mn = Sn=n is a reverse martingale with limit c (cf. Kallenberg,
1997, p. 110), and we note that
|QMn|=
∣∣∣∣Snn − Sn−1n− 1
∣∣∣∣= 1n
∣∣∣∣n − Sn−1n− 1
∣∣∣∣6 1n ; n¿ 1:
Since also∑
n¿m
1
n2
6
∑
n¿m
1
n(n− 1) =
1
m
; m ∈ N;
we get by Azuma’s inequality (cf. Pisier, 1986, Lemma 2:6)
P{m1=2 sup
n¿m
|Mn − c|¿ r}6 2e−r2=2; r ¿ 0; m ∈ N:
It remains to replace r by rm1=2.
Next, we consider the measurability of conditional expectations. Given three mea-
surable spaces S; T , and U along with an S-valued process X on T , we say that X
is measurable with paths in U if there exist some measurable mappings ’ : ST → U
and  :U × T → S such that the process X˜ de/ned by
= ’(X ); X˜ t =  (; t); t ∈ T; (1)
is indistinguishable from X . Note that X˜ is automatically product-measurable on $×T .
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a measurable and either positive or integrable process on some
measurable space T; and 8x a -8eld F ⊂A. Assume that F is countably generated
or that X has paths in some Borel space U. Then the process Yt = E[Xt |F] has a
measurable version.
Proof. The result for countably generated F is classical (cf. Dellacherie and Meyer,
1980, Section V:58). Next, assume that X has paths in some Borel space U , and let
’, ;  , and X˜ be such as in (1). Then choose a regular conditional distribution
 = P[ ∈ ·|F] and de/ne
Yt =
∫
 (s; t) (ds) = E[ (; t)|F] = E[X˜ t |F] = E[Xt |F]; t ∈ T;
where the second equality holds by Theorem 5.4 in Kallenberg (1997). Since the
mapping  :U × T → R is measurable by hypothesis, the measurability of Y follows
by Lemma 1:38 of the same reference.
Our next aim is to provide conditions ensuring that the density of a measure-valued
and absolutely continuous supermartingale is again a supermartingale. A martingale
version of this result appears as Lemma 2.3 in Kallenberg (1999).
Lemma 2.3. Let t ; t ∈ T; be a measure-valued supermartingale on [0; 1] with induced
8ltration F; and 8x an a ∈ [0; 1]. Assume for each t that t =Mt ·  a.s.; where the
density Mt;x is Ft ⊗B-measurable and continuous in probability at a ∈ [0; 1]. Then
Mt;a is a supermartingale in t.
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Proof. Fix any times s¡ t. Since Fs is countably generated, Lemma 2.2 shows that
the process Ns;x = E[Mt;x|Fs] has an Fs ⊗ B-measurable version. Letting C = A × B
with A ∈Fs and B ∈ B, we get by Fubini’s theorem∫
C
Ms d(P ⊗ ) = E[sB;A]¿ E[tB;A]
=
∫
B
E[Mt;x;A] dx =
∫
B
E[Ns;x;A] dx =
∫
C
Ns d(P ⊗ ):
Using the monotone class theorem in LoReve (1977, p. 60), we may extend the relation
to arbitrary C ∈Fs⊗B. Since Ms and Ns are both Fs⊗B-measurable, we get Ms;x ¿
Ns;x a.e. P ⊗ . Hence, by Fubini’s theorem, Ms;x ¿ Ns;x a.s. for -a.e. x ∈ [0; 1].
Let us now choose a sequence xn → a such that
Ms;xn ¿ Ns;xn = E[Mt;xn |Fs] a:s: n ∈ N:
As n → ∞, we have Ms;xn P→Ms;a and Mt;xn P→Mt;a, and the same convergence holds
a.s. along some subsequence N ′ ⊂ N. By the conditional form of Fatou’s lemma, we
get the required relation
Ms;a ¿ lim inf
n∈N ′
E[Mt;xn |Fs]¿ E
[
lim inf
n∈N ′
Mt;xn
∣∣∣∣Fs
]
= E[Mt;a|Fs]:
We proceed with a simple consistency result for jointly continuous density processes.
Lemma 2.4. Let t ; t ∈ (0; 1); be random measures on [0; 1]; and 8x some random
variables ¡ in [0; 1]. Assume for every interval I ⊂ (0; 1) that
t = X It · ; t ∈ I; a:s: on {I ⊂ (; )};
where the process X It;x is jointly continuous on I × [0; 1]. Then there exists a jointly
continuous process Xt;x on (; )× [0; 1] such that
t = Xt · ; t ∈ (; ); a:s:
Proof. First, we note that
{(t; !); t ∈ (!; !)}=
⋃
r; s
((r; s)× {!; (r; s) ⊂ (!; !)})
in (0; 1) × $, where the union extends over all pairs of rational numbers r ¡ s in
(0; 1). Fix any open, rational intervals I1; I2 with associated $-sets Ak = {Ik ⊂ (; )},
k = 1; 2, and let X k denote the corresponding jointly continuous density processes on
Ik × [0; 1]× Ak , k = 1; 2. Then
t = X 1t · = X 2t · ; t ∈ I1 ∩ I2; ! ∈ A1 ∩ A2;
outside some P-null set NI1 ; I2 ⊂ $, and so by di@erentiation
X 1t; x = X
2
t; x; t ∈ I1 ∩ I2; x ∈ [0; 1]; ! ∈ (A1 ∩ A2) \ NI1 ; I2 : (2)
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For any ! ∈ N ≡ ⋃I1 ; I2 NI1 ; I2 and t ∈ (!; !) we may choose an open, rational
interval I with t ∈ I ⊂ (; ) and put Xt;x = X It;x, where X I is the density process
associated with I . By (2) the de/nition is independent of the choice of I . On N we
may take Xt;x = 0. Then X is jointly continuous on (; )× [0; 1], and on N c we have
t = Xt ·  for all t ∈ (; ).
We /nally consider some special circumstances when convergence of a sequence of
random variables carries over to the corresponding conditional expectations.
Lemma 2.5. Fix a -8eld F ⊂A and a partition A1; A2; : : : ∈A of $ such that∑
k
1{P[Ak |F]¿ 0}¡∞ a:s: (3)
Put G=F ∨ {A1; A2; : : :}; and consider some G-measurable random variables ; 1;
2; : : : ¿ 0 such that n →  a.s. or in probability. Then E[n|F] → E[|F] in the
same sense.
Proof. Let 7 denote the identity map from ($;G) to ($;F) and put 8 =
∑
k k1Ak .
Then G= {7; 8}, and so by Lemma 1:13 in Kallenberg (1997) we have = f(7; 8)
and n=fn(7; 8) for some F-measurable functions f;f1; f2; : : : : $×N→ R+. Writing
’k = f(7; k) and ’nk = fn(7; k), we get
=
∑
k
’k1Ak ; n =
∑
k
’nk1Ak ; n ∈ N: (4)
Turning to subsequences, if necessary, we may assume that n→  a.s. Then (4)
yields ’nk →’k a.s. on Ak for each k. Since the variables ’k and ’nk areF-measurable,
we get
E[P[Ak |F]; ’nk 9 ’k ] = P[’nk 9 ’k ; Ak ] = 0;
which shows that ’nkP[Ak |F] → ’kP[Ak |F] a.s. for each k. Using (3) and (4), we
obtain a.s.
E[n|F] =
∑
k
’nkP[Ak |F]→
∑
k
’kP[Ak |F] = E[|F]:
3. Exchangeable sets and processes
In this section we collect some mostly technical results about exchangeable random
sets  and their generating processes X that will be needed for the main developments
of subsequent sections. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume that X has
positive index  and retain the notation given implicitly by
Xt =
∑
k
bk1{k 6 t};  =
∑
k
bk ; mh =
∑
k
(bk ∧ h):
Our /rst result is a simple tail estimate.
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Lemma 3.1. There exists some constant c¿ 0 such that hc(h; 1)→∞ as h → 0.
Proof. Writing B(u) =
∫ u
0 x
2(dx), we have for 0¡h6 u¡ 1
B(u) =
∫ h
0
x2(dx) +
∫ u
h
x2(dx)6 h+ u2(h; 1): (1)
Since ¿ 0, we may choose p ∈ (0; 1) so small that up−2B(u)→∞ as u → 0. Letting
h= u2−p and putting c = p=(2− p), we get by (1)
hc(h; 1) = up(h; 1)¿ up−2B(u)− 1→∞:
Our next result shows that the restriction of X to an arbitrary subinterval [0; t] has
the same index  as X itself. Here we consider the process
Bt(h) =
∑
k
b2k1{bk 6 h; k 6 t}; t; h ∈ (0; 1]:
Lemma 3.2. Let c ∈ (0; 2) be such that h−cB1(h)→∞ as h → 0. Then we have a.s.
h−cBt(h)→∞ for every t ∈ (0; 1).
Proof. Noting that
EBt(h) = t
∑
k
b2k1{bk 6 h}= tB1(h);
var Bt(h) = t(1− t)
∑
k
b4k1{bk 6 h}6 h2B1(h);
we obtain
E
(
Bt(h)
B1(h)
− t
)2
=
h2B1(h)
B21(h)
h2−c:
Thus, the series obtained by taking h=2−n and summing over n is convergent, and so
lim
n→∞
Bt(2−n)
B1(2−n)
= t a:s:; t ∈ [0; 1]:
For general h¿ 0 we may assume that h ∈ [2−n; 2−n+1) and write
Bt(h)¿ Bt(2−n) ∼ tB1(2−n)¿ tB1(h=2):
Hence, h−cBt → ∞ a.s. as h → 0 for /xed t ∈ (0; 1], and by monotonicity we may
choose the exceptional null set to be independent of t.
We proceed with a uniform law of large numbers, involving the measure-valued
process
t = (1− t)−1
∑
k
bk1{k ¿ t}; t ∈ [0; 1): (2)
Lemma 3.3.
lim
h→0
m−1h P
{
sup
t¡1−
sup
u6h
∣∣∣∣t(u; 1)(u; 1) − 1
∣∣∣∣¿
}
= 0; ¿ 0:
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Proof. Fix any = 3r ∈ (0; 1). Writing
9n(t) =
1
n(1− t)
∑
k6n
1{k ¿ t}; t ∈ [0; 1); n ∈ N;
we get by Lemma 2.1 for any t ∈ [0; 1) and m ∈ N
P
{
sup
n¿m
|9n(t)− 1|¿r
}
6 2 exp{−r2(1− t)2m=2}: (3)
Now let t ∈ (s; u) ⊂ [0; 1) with
1− s6 (1− u)(1 + r); |9n(s)− 1| ∨ |9n(u)− 1|6 r
and conclude that
1− 6 1− r
1 + r
6
1− u
1− t 9n(u)6 9n(t)6
1− s
1− t 9n(s)6 (1 + r)
2 6 1 + :
Choosing p ∈ N so large that (1 + r)−p 6 , we get from (3)
P
{
sup
t¡1−
sup
n¿m
|9n(t)− 1|¿
}
6
p−1∑
k=0
P
{
sup
n¿m
|9n(1− (1 + r)k)− 1|¿r
}
6 2p exp(−r22m=2):
Noting that 9(u;1)(t)=t(u; 1)=(u; 1) for u ∈ (0; b1) and choosing c as in Lemma 3:1,
we get as h → 0
P
{
sup
t¡1−
sup
u6h
∣∣∣∣t(u; 1)(u; 1) − 1
∣∣∣∣¿
}
6 P
{
sup
t¡1−
sup
n¿(h;1)
|9(u;1)(t)− 1|¿
}
6 2p exp{−r22(h; 1)=2}
exp(−h−c) h:
It remains to note that, by monotone convergence as h → 0,
mh
h
=
∫ 1
0
(h−1x ∧ 1)(dx)→ (0; 1) =∞:
We now introduce the -/elds
Fs; t = {Xr; r ∈ (s; t)}; (s; t) ⊂ [0; 1]: (4)
For any I = [a; b] ⊂ [0; 1], we may also de/ne the -/eld XI =Xa;b by
Xa;b = ( ∩ I c) = (1I c · ) = {X ∧ a; X ∨ b}= {Xt ; t ∈ [a; b)}; (5)
where a and b are the /rst-passage times for a and b, given by
x = inf{t ∈ [0; 1]; Xt ¿x}; x ∈ [0; 1]:
We need a simple relationship between the -/elds Fs; t and Xa;b.
Lemma 3.4. For all t; x ∈ [0; 1] we have {x 6 Xt} = {x 6 t}. If a¡b and s¡ t;
then also Xa;b ⊂Fs; t on the set
A= {a6 Xs; Xt ¡b}= {a 6 s; t ¡ b}:
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Proof. The /rst assertion holds since X is strictly increasing and right-continuous.
Next, we note that A ∈ Xa;b ∩Fs; t since a and b are Xa;b-measurable. It is then
enough to show that, for any r and x,
{Xr ∧ a6 x; Xs ¿ a}; {Xr ∨ b6 x; Xt ¡b} ∈Fs; t :
For the former set, this is obvious when r 6 s, and when r ¿ s it is equivalent to
{a6 x; Xs ¿ a} ∈Fs; t , which is again obvious. The proof for the latter set is similar.
Let us now introduce the processes
+x = inf ( ∩ [x; 1]);
−x = sup( ∩ [0; x]); x ∈ [0; 1];
and put x = +x − −x . Recall that −x ¡ x¡+x a.s. for every x ∈ (0; 1). With Xa;b as
in (5), we de/ne
Xˆa;b =Xa;b ∨ {+a ; −b }=Xa;b ∨ {a; b}; (a; b) ⊂ [0; 1]:
The following result shows how the exchangeability of  is preserved under suitable
conditioning. Here an exchangeable random set is said to be ergodic if the correspond-
ing generating sequence b1; b2; : : : is a.s. nonrandom.
Lemma 3.5. For any I=(a; b) ⊂ [0; 1]; the set  is conditionally ergodic exchangeable
on Iˆ = [+a ; 
−
b ] given Xˆa;b; a.s. on { ∩ I = ∅}.
Proof. For any s¡ t, the process X is clearly conditionally exchangeable on [s; t]
given Fs; t . Now Lemma 3.4 yields Xa;b ⊂ Fs; t on A = {a 6 s; t ¡ b}. Since +a
and −b are Fs; t-measurable on A, we get Xˆa;b ⊂ Fs; t on the same set. Thus, X is
conditionally exchangeable on [s; t] given Xˆa;b, a.s. on A. Applying this result to any
rational numbers s¡ t, we see that X is conditionally exchangeable on (a; b). Now
de/ne X ′t = Xt ∧ X (b−). By continuity, the process X ′ is conditionally exchangeable
on [a; b]. When +a ¡
−
b , this is equivalent to the conditional exchangeability of the
random set  ∩ Iˆ .
To see that the latter set is conditionally ergodic, we note that the associated point
process I of interval lengths in Iˆ is obtainable from  by subtraction of the correspond-
ing point processes for the intervals [0; +a ] and [
−
b ; 1], which are both XˆI -measurable.
For any -/eld F ⊂A, we de/ne
 Ft = P[Xt ∈ ·|F]; t ∈ [0; 1];
where we assume the right-hand side to be computed from some regular conditional
distribution P[X ∈ ·|F]. The corresponding characteristic function is given by
 ˆFt; u = E[e
iuXt |F] =
∫ ∞
−∞
eiux Ft (dx); t ∈ [0; 1]; u ∈ R: (6)
We show that a jointly continuous version exists whenever F is contained in the
-/eld Fr; s given by (4).
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Lemma 3.6. If F ⊂ Fr; s with (r; s) ⊂ [0; 1]; then  ˆFt; u admits a jointly continuous
version on [r; s]× R.
Proof. If r = 0 and s = 1, the asserted continuity is clear by dominated convergence
since uXt is jointly continuous in probability. In the general case, we put G=Fr; s and
note that the process
Zt;u =  ˆ
G
t; u = E[e
iuXt |Fr; s]
has a jointly continuous version on [r; s]×R since X −Xr is conditionally exchangeable
on [r; s]. If F ⊂ G, we may write
 ˆFt; u = E[e
iuXt |F] = E[E[eiuXt |G]|F] = E[Zt;u|F]:
Assuming the right-hand side to be computed from a regular conditional distribution
P[Z ∈ ·|F], we conclude by dominated convergence that even the process  ˆF has a
continuous version on [r; s]× R.
We proceed to derive an elementary estimate for the unconditional characteristic
functions  ˆt of Xt .
Lemma 3.7. For any h ∈ (0; 12 ] and u¿ 0; we have
|EeiuXt |6 exp
(
−(u2h=5)
∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}
)
; t ∈ [h; 1− h]:
Proof. Let  be U(0; 1). Noting that 2 ¡ 10, we get for any x ∈ [0; 1] and t ∈ [h; 1−h]
|E exp(ix1{6 t})|2 = |teix + 1− t|2 = 1− 2t(1− t)(1− cos x)
6 1− 2hx2=56 exp(−2hx2=5):
Hence,
|E exp(ix1{6 t})|6 exp(−hx21{x 6 1}=5); x ¿ 0;
and so, by the independence of 1; 2; : : : , we have for any u¿ 0
|EeiuXt | =
∏
k
|E exp(iubk1{k 6 t})|
6 exp
(
−(hu2=5)
∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}
)
:
We may now establish a crucial uniform L1-estimate of the conditional characteristic
functions  ˆFt; u in (6) for F contained in the basic -/eld Fr; s de/ned by (4). In view
of Lemma 3.6, we may assume that the process  ˆFt; u is jointly continuous on [r; s]×R.
Lemma 3.8. For any a ∈ (0; ); we have
sup
r¡s
∫ ∞
−∞
sup
F⊂Fr; s
E sup
t∈[r+h; s−h]
| ˆFt; u| du h−1=a; h ∈ (0; 1=2]:
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The required measurability is clear, since the inner supremum can be taken over a
countable dense set and the outer supremum is attained for F=Fr; s, by inequality (7)
below.
Proof. Putting G = Fr; s and using the chain rule and monotonicity of conditional
expectations, we get
E sup
t
| ˆFt; u|= E sup
t
|E[ ˆGt; u|F]|6 E E
[
sup
t
| ˆGt; u| |F
]
= E sup
t
| ˆGt; u|; (7)
which reduces the proof to the special case when F = Fr; s. Note that X is then
conditionally exchangeable on [r; s] given F. Putting =s−r and letting t ∈ [r+h; s−h]
and u¿ 0 be arbitrary, we get by Lemma 3.7
| ˆFt; u|6 exp
(
−(u2h=5)
∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1; k ∈ (r; s)}
)
:
Since 06 1− x 6 e−x and 1− e−x=5 ¿ x=6 for x ∈ [0; 1], we obtain
Esup
t
| ˆFt; u|6
∏
k
E exp(−u2hb2k1{ubk 6 1; k ∈ (r; s)}=5)
=
∏
k
{1− (1− exp{−u2hb2k1{ubk 6 1}=5})}
6
∏
k
(1− u2hb2k1{ubk 6 1}=6)
6 exp
(
−(u2h=6)
∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}
)
:
Now /x any a ∈ (0; ). By the de/nition of , we may choose c¿ 0 so small that
u2
∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}¿ 6cua; u¿ 1:
Then
∫ ∞
1
E sup
t
| ˆFt; u| du6
∫ ∞
1
exp(−chua)du6 h−1=a
∫ ∞
0
exp(−cua) du h−1=a:
The interval (−∞;−1] yields the same contribution, and the integral over (−1; 1) is
bounded by 2. It remains to note that all estimates are uniform in r and s.
The last result yields, in particular, the following useful estimate for the two-
dimensional distributions of X .
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Lemma 3.9. For any constants a¡b and t in (0; 1); we have
P{Xs 6 a; b6 Xt ∈ B} (t − s)B; s¡ t; B ∈ B[0; 1]:
Proof. Choose n ∈ N so large that ∑k¿n bk ¡b − a and write X = X ′ + X ′′, where
X ′s =
∑
j6n bj1{j 6 s}. Then even X ′′ has index ¿ 0, and so by Lemma 3.8 we
have L(X ′′t ) with a continuous density on [0; 1]. By Fubini’s theorem and the
independence of X ′ and X ′′, we get
P{Xs 6 a; b6 Xt ∈ B}6 P{Xt ∈ B; X ′t − X ′s ¿ 0}
= E[P[X ′′t ∈ B− X ′t |X ′];X ′t − X ′s ¿ 0]
P{X ′t − X ′s ¿ 0}B
= (1− (1− t + s)n)B
(t − s)B:
Let us now introduce the local time process Ls = [0; s] and note that L is a.s.
continuous with support in . De/ne the measure-valued process s as in (2). We
say that a process Y on [0; 1] is X -predictable if it is predictable with respect to
the right-continuous and complete /ltration induced by X .
Lemma 3.10. Consider an X-predictable process Y ¿ 0 on [0; 1] and a measurable
function f: [0; 1]2 → R+. Then for any x ∈ (0; 1); we have
Ef(−x ; x)Y (Lx) = E
∫ x
0
Y (Lu)(du)
∫ 1
x−u
f(u; v)Lu(dv): (8)
Proof. Each side of (8) de/nes a measure on the set {(u; v); u¡x¡u + v}, the
right-hand side since  is a.s. di@use and s is supported by b1; b2; : : : : By a monotone
class argument, we may assume f to be the indicator function of a rectangle (a; 1)×
(c; 1) with a+ c¿ x. Then let % denote the point process of jump times and sizes of
X , and note that % has compensator %ˆ(ds × ·) = s(·) ds. If x ¿ 0, there is a unique
s ∈ (0; 1) with −x = Xs− and +x = Xs, and so
E[YLx ; 
−
x ¿a; x ¿c] = E
∫ 1
0
Ys1{Xs− ∈ (a; x)}%(ds× (c; 1))
= E
∫ 1
0
Ys1{Xs− ∈ (a; x)}s(c; 1) ds
= E
∫ x
a
YLuLu(c; 1)(du);
where the second equality holds by dual predictable projection and the third one results
from the substitution u= Xs, since s= L(Xs) and Xs = Xs− a.e.
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4. Densities and density processes
In this section we construct Lebesgue densities of the random measures E[|F] with
appropriate regularity properties for suitable -/elds F ⊂ {}. Our densities will be
used in Section 6 to obtain correspondingly regular versions of the Palm distributions
with desirable approximation properties.
We /rst consider densities associated with the unconditional intensity measure E.
Letting a ∈ (0; ) and applying Lemma 3.8 with r = 0 and s= 1, we get∫ ∞
−∞
sup
t∈[h;1−h]
|EeiuXt | du h−1=a ¡∞; h¿ 0: (1)
In particular, the distributions  t =L(Xt) with t ∈ (0; 1) have the continuous densities
pt;x = (2)−1
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixuEeiuXt du; x ∈ R; t ∈ (0; 1); (2)
(cf. Feller, 1971, Section XV:3). By dominated convergence based on (1), we note
that pt;x is jointly continuous on (0; 1)× [0; 1]. The lower semicontinuous function
px =
∫ ∞
−∞
pt;x dt; x ∈ R; (3)
is a density of E, since for any B ∈ B([0; 1]),
EB= E
∫ 1
0
1{Xt ∈ B} dt =
∫ 1
0
P{Xt ∈ B} dt
=
∫ 1
0
dt
∫
B
pt;x dx =
∫
B
dx
∫ 1
0
pt;x dt =
∫
B
px dx:
To examine the continuity properties of the density p= (px), recall that ¿ 0 and
de/ne d= [−1]− 1. Let S = {0; b1; b2; : : :} and write
Sn = S + · · ·+ S = {s1 + · · ·+ sn; s1; : : : ; sn ∈ S}; n ∈ Z+:
Note that Sn consists of all sums
∑
k6m bjk with m 6 n and distinct j1; : : : ; jm ∈ N.
Put 1− Sn = {1− s; s ∈ Sn}.
Proposition 4.1. The density p of E given by (2) and (3) is right-continuous on Scd
and left-continuous on (1− Sd)c.
The existence of a density f with the stated properties was proved already in Kallen-
berg (1983), where the statement was also shown to be nearly sharp. For our present
purposes, however, it is essential that we can choose f = p. Though a similar argu-
ment is required, we give a detailed proof of the stronger statement for the sake of
completeness. An analogous result for regenerative sets was established in Proposition
4:7 of Kallenberg (1999).
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Proof. Introduce the right neighborhoods
Shd = (Sd + [0; h]) ∩ [0; 1]; h¿ 0:
Fix any h¿ 0 and choose n¿d so large that
∑
j¿n bj 6 h. Let  denote variable
number d+ 1 in magnitude among 1; : : : ; n. As t → 0 for /xed n, we get
P{6 t}=
∑
k∈(d;n]
(
n
k
)
tk(1− t)n−k td+1: (4)
Write
Xt =
∑
j6n
bj1{j 6 t}+
∑
j¿n
bj1{j 6 t}= Yt + Zt
and note that Zt 6 h whereas Yt ∈ Sd for t ¡. Hence, Xt ∈ Shd on the set {¿ t}.
Now de/ne  s=
∫ s
0  t dt for s ∈ (0; 1) and write ?t=L(Zt). By the previous remarks
together with Fubini’s theorem, Fourier inversion, formula (4), and Lemma 3.8, we get
for any Borel set B ⊂ (Shd)c and constant a ∈ ((d+ 2)−1; )
 sB =
∫ s
0
P{Xt ∈ B} dt =
∫ s
0
P{Xt ∈ B; 6 t} dt
=
∫ s
0
E[P[Zt ∈ B− Yt |Y ]; 6 t] dt
6 (2)−1B
∫ s
0
P{6 t}‖?ˆt‖1 dt
B
∫ s
0
td+1‖?ˆt‖1 dt B
∫ s
0
td+1−1=a dt ¡∞: (5)
Since pt;x is jointly continuous on (0; 1)×[0; 1], the density pr;sx =
∫ s
r pt;x dt of  
s− r
is continuous on [0; 1] for any r ¡ s in (0; 1). Di@erentiating in (5) and letting s →∞,
we obtain
sup
x ∈Shd
pr;sx
∫ s
0
td+1−1=a dt → 0
and so ps=p0; s → 0 uniformly on the closure (Shd)c. It follows that p1=2 is continuous
on the same set.
The set Sd is closed and its elements are isolated from the left. Hence,
Scd =
⋃
h¿0
(Shd)
c; Sd ⊂
⋃
h¿0
(Shd)
c
|
;
where the last bar denotes closure on the right. Thus, the density p1=2 is in fact continu-
ous on Scd and left-continuous on Sd∩(0; 1]. In other words, it is left-continuous on (0; 1]
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and right-continuous on Scd. Similarly, the function p−p1=2 =p1=2;1 is right-continuous
on [0; 1) and left-continuous on (1−Sd)c. Our assertion follows by combination of the
two statements.
Next, we consider the asymptotic distributions of the interval endpoints. Recall that
p denotes the density of E given by (2) and (3).
Lemma 4.2. The distributions L(Xn±) admit densities p
n± such that if p is contin-
uous at a; then pn±x → pa as x → a and n →∞.
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to consider pn−. Introduce the processes
X ns = Xs − bn1{n 6 s}; s ∈ [0; 1];
and de/ne  ns =L(X
n
s ). Since n is U (0; 1) and independent of X
n, Fubini’s theorem
yields
L(Xn−) =L(X
n
n) =
∫ 1
0
 ns ds: (6)
Now /x any r ∈ (0; ) and choose c¿ 0 so small that∑
k
b2k1{ubk 6 1}¿ 5cur−2; u¿ 1:
By Lemma 3.7, we get for any s ∈ (0; 12 ]
∫ ∞
1
sup
n
| ˆns;u| du6
∫ ∞
1
sup
n
exp

−(su2=5)∑
k =n
b2k1{ubk 6 1}

 du
6
∫ ∞
1
exp{−s(cur − 1)} du
6 es(sc)−1=r
∫ ∞
0
e−u
r
du s−1=r :
Combining this with the corresponding estimate for s ∈ ( 12 ; 1), we obtain for any ¿ 0∫ 1−

ds
∫ ∞
−∞
sup
n
| ˆns;u| du
∫ 1−

{s ∧ (1− s)}−1=r ds6 −1=r ¡∞: (7)
For s ∈ (0; 1), let pns;x denote the continuous densities of  ns and note that
2(pns;x − ps;x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixu( ˆns;u −  ˆs;u) du= s
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixu ˆns;u(1− eiubn) du:
Writing
px =
∫ 1−

ps;x ds; pn;x =
∫ 1−

pns;x ds;
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and letting n → ∞ for /xed  ∈ (0; 12 ], we conclude that by dominated convergence
based on (7),
sup
x
|pn;x − px|6 −1
∫ 1−

s ds
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣ ˆns;u sin (ubn=2)∣∣ du → 0: (8)
Now de/ne ps;x = pns;x = 0 for x ∈ (0; 1), and use Fubini’s theorem to obtain
ps;x = (1− s)pns;x + spns;x−bn ; s ∈ (0; 1); x ∈ R:
Solving for the functions on the right gives
pns;x 6 2ps;x + 2ps;x+bn ; s; x ∈ (0; 1): (9)
Putting pnx =
∫ 1
0 p
n
s;x ds, and using (9), (8), the assumed continuity of p at a, and the
continuity of p apparent from (1), we get
|pnx − pa|6 |pnx − pn;x |+ |pn;x − px|+ |px − pa|
6 2|px − px|+ 2|px+bn − px+bn |+ |pn;x − px|+ |px − pa|
→ 5|pa − pa| → 0
as we let /rst x → a and n →∞, and then  → 0. This proves the required convergence
pnx → pa as x → a and n → ∞. It remains to note that pn is indeed a density of
L(Xn−), in view of (6) and Fubini’s theorem.
We proceed to construct continuous densities of the random distributions  Ft =
P[Xt ∈ ·|F] for suitable -/elds F. Recall from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 that if F ⊂
Fr; s = {Xt ; t ∈ [r; s]}, then on [r; s]×R the conditional characteristic function
E[eiuXt |F] admits a jointly continuous version  ˆFt; u that is also integrable in u for
/xed t ∈ (r; s). We may then de/ne a process
MFt; x = (2)
−1
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixu ˆFt; u du; t ∈ (r; s); x ∈ [0; 1]: (10)
Lemma 4.3. Let F ⊂Fr; s with (r; s) ⊂ [0; 1]. Then (10) de8nes a jointly continuous
process MFt; x on (r; s)× [0; 1] with EMFt; x = pt;x such that
P[Xt ∈ ·|F] =MFt ·  a:s:; t ∈ (r; s):
Proof. As in case of pt;x, we note that MFt; x is a continuous density of  
F
t for each
t ∈ (r; s). The asserted joint continuity follows by dominated convergence from the
continuity of the integrand. Finally, Fubini’s theorem yields
2EMFt; x =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixuE ˆFt; u du=
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixuEeiuXt du= 2pt;x:
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Our next aim is to construct continuous densities of the random distributions  a;bt =
P[Xt ∈ ·|Xa;b], where as before
Xa;b = {Xt ; t ∈ [a; b)}= {X ∧ a; X ∨ b}; [a; b] ⊂ [0; 1]
with x = inf{t; Xt ¿x} for x ∈ [0; 1].
Lemma 4.4. For any [a; b] ⊂ [0; 1]; there exists a jointly continuous process Ma;bt; x on
(a; b)× [0; 1] such that
(i) P[Xt ∈ ·|Xa;b] =Ma;bt ·  a.s.; t ∈ (a; b);
(ii) E[Ma;bt; x ; t ∈ (a; b)] = pt;x; t ∈ (0; 1); x ∈ (a; b).
Proof. (i) Fix any r ¡ s in [0; 1], and de/ne F=Xa;b on Ar;s and F=Fr; s on Acr; s.
Then F ⊂ Fr; s by Lemma 3.4, and so by Lemma 4.3 we have a.s.  a;bt =  Ft  on
Ar;s for all t ∈ (r; s) with densities MFt; x =Ma;b; r; st; x that form a jointly continuous process
on (r; s) × [0; 1]. By Lemma 2.4 we may choose Ma;b; r; st; x to be independent of r and
s, which implies (i) for a jointly continuous process Ma;bt; x on (a; b)× [0; 1].
(ii) Fix any t ∈ (0; 1) and x ∈ (a; b) along with a closed interval I with x ∈ I ⊂
(a; b). Letting t ∈ (r; s) and B ∈ B(I), we get by Lemma 3.9
E[ Ft B;A
c
r; s] = E[P[Xt ∈ B|F];Acr; s]
= P{Xt ∈ B; Xr ¡a or Xs ¿ b}
(s− r)B:
Moreover, E a;bt =  t , and we also recall that M
a;b
t; x = MFt; x a.s. on Ar;s and EM
F
t; x =
pt;x. Noting that Ar;s ⊂ {t ∈ (a; b)}, and applying Lemma 2.3 to the two-element,
measure-valued supermartingales
(1(a;b)(t) 
a;b
t ;  t); (A
c
r; s ·  Ft ; c(s− r))
for a suitable choice of c¿ 0, we get
06pt;x − E[Ma;bt; x ; t ∈ (a; b)]
6 EMFt; x − E[Ma;bt; x ;Ar;s] = E[MFt; x ;Acr; s] s− r:
Formula (ii) now follows as we let r ↑ t and s ↓ t.
Our next step is to extend the densities to some larger domains and more general
-/elds.
Proposition 4.5. There exists a product-measurable process MFt; x such that
(i) P[Xt ∈·|F]=MFt · a.s. on [a; b] for every t ∈ (0; 1) and F ⊂ Xa;b with [a; b] ⊂
[0; 1];
(ii) MFt; x is jointly L
1-continuous on (0; 1)× (a; b) for 8xed F ⊂ Xa;b;
(iii) MFt; x is a martingale in F ⊂ Xa;b with EMFt; x = pt;x for 8xed t ∈ (0; 1) and
x ∈ (a; b).
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Proof. (i) First take F=Xa;b, so that  Ft = 
a;b
t . By Lemma 4.4 and Fubini’s theorem
we have
E[ a;bt [a; b]; t ∈ (a; b)] = E
[∫ b
a
Ma;bt; x dx; t ∈ (a; b)
]
=
∫ b
a
E[Ma;bt; x ; t ∈ (a; b)] dx
=
∫ b
a
pt;x dx =  t[a; b] = E 
a;b
t [a; b];
which shows that  a;bt [a; b] = 0 a.s. on {t ∈ (a; b)}. We may then extend the density
of  a;bt by taking M
a;b
t; x = 0 when t ∈ (a; b) and x ∈ [a; b].
Turning to more general -/elds F ⊂ Xa;b, we introduce the set D of dyadic pairs
in (0; 1) × (a; b) and consider the Borel space U = RD+. Since Ma;b is continuous on
the random rectangle (a; b) × (a; b) and vanishes outside this set, the whole pro-
cess can be measurably reconstructed from its values on D. In the terminology of
Lemma 2.2, X is measurable with paths in U , and so we may choose a measurable
version of the process
MFt; x = E[M
a;b
t; x |F]; t ∈ (0; 1); x ∈ (a; b):
By Fubini’s theorem, MFt; x is a density of  
F
t for every t ∈ (0; 1).
(ii) The process Ma;bt; x is a.s. jointly continuous on (0; 1) × (a; b), except perhaps
along the lines t = a and t = b. Since pt;x is jointly continuous on (0; 1) × [0; 1], it
suGces by Proposition 3:12 in Kallenberg (1997) to show that, for any s ∈ (0; 1) and
x ∈ (a; b), the process Ma;b is L1-continuous at (s; x) on the sets {a= s} and {b= s}.
Beginning with the former set, we /x a closed interval I ⊂ (a; b) and let (r; t)  s and
B ∈ B(I) be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.9,
E[ a;bt B; a = s]6 E[ 
a;b
t B; Xr ¡a] = E[P[Xt ∈ B|Xa;b]; Xr ¡a]
= P{Xr ¡a; Xt ∈ B} (t − r)B;
and as r ↑ s, we get the same bound with r replaced by s. Thus, the pair
(1{a = s} a;bt ; c(t − s)) is a measure-valued supermartingale for a suitable c¿ 0,
and we get by Lemma 2.3
E[Ma;bt; x ; a = s] t − s; t ¿ s; x ∈ I;
which implies the required continuity at a. The argument for b is similar. The
L1-continuity of Ma;b carries over to MF.
(iii) By Lemma 2.3 in Kallenberg (1999), we conclude from (ii) that MFt; x is a
martingale in F ⊂ Xa;b for /xed x ∈ (a; b) and t ∈ (0; 1). Also note that EMa;bt; x =pt;x
for x ∈ (a; b).
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Our /nal step is to combine the densities MFt; x of the last result into a density of the
random measure  F = E[|F] for appropriate -/elds F ⊂A. When F=Xa;b, we
put  F =  a;b. For MFt; x as in Proposition 4:5, we de/ne
MFx =
∫ 1
0
MFt; x dt; x ∈ [a; b]; F ⊂ Xa;b; a¡b: (11)
Theorem 4.6. With MFt; x as in Proposition 4:5, (11) de8nes a product-measurable
process MFx such that
(i) E[|F] =MF ·  a.s. on [a; b] for all F ⊂ Xa;b;
(ii) MFx is L
1-continuous for 8xed F ⊂ Xa;b at every continuity point x ∈ (a; b) of
p;
(iii) MFx is a martingale in F ⊂ Xa;b with EMFx = px for every x ∈ (a; b) with
px ¡∞.
Proof. (i) By Fubini’s theorem, Proposition 4:5(i), and the de/nitions of  and MFx ,
we have for any A ∈F and B ∈ B[a; b]
E[B;A] = E1A
∫ 1
0
1{Xt ∈ B} dt =
∫ 1
0
P[Xt ∈ B;A] dt
=
∫ 1
0
E[P[Xt ∈ B|F];A] dt =
∫ 1
0
dt E 1A
∫
B
MFt; x dx
= E1A
∫
B
dx
∫ 1
0
MFt; x dt = E 1A
∫
B
MFx dx
and so
E[B|F] =
∫
B
MFx dx a:s:; B ∈ B[a; b]: (12)
Assuming E[|F] to be computed from a regular conditional distribution of , we
note that both sides of (12) are random measures on [a; b]. Thus, we may choose the
exceptional P-null set to be independent of B, and it follows that E[|F]=MFx · a.s.
on [a; b].
(iii) Let x ∈ (a; b) and A ∈F ⊂ G ⊂ Xa;b. Using Fubini’s theorem and Proposition
4:5(iii), we get
E[MFx ;A] =
∫ 1
0
E[MFt; x ;A] dt =
∫ 1
0
E[MGt; x;A] dt = E[M
G
x ;A]:
In particular, EMFx = px for all x ∈ (a; b), and if px ¡∞ we conclude that MFx is a
martingale in F ⊂ Xa;b.
(ii) Fix a continuity point x ∈ (a; b) of p and let y → x. Then (iii) yields EMFy →
EMFx , and by Proposition 4:5(ii) we have M
F
t;y → MFt; x in L1 for every t ∈ (0; 1).
Hence, MFy → MFx in L1 by Lemma 2.2 in Kallenberg (1999).
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5. Local time and hitting probabilities
Recall for motivation that x ∈  a.s. for every /xed x ∈ (0; 1). In this section we
estimate the probability that  intersects a short interval I around x. If the density p
of E is positive and continuous at x, it turns out that
P{ ∩ I = ∅} ∼ pxP{˜ ∩ I = ∅}= pxmh as I → {x}; (1)
where h=I and ˜ denotes the cyclically stationary random set generated by . (Recall
that mh =
∫
(x ∧ h)(dx).) This result, appearing as part of Theorem 5.4 below, plays
a crucial role in our proof of the main approximation theorem for Palm distributions
in the next section.
It is convenient to introduce the neighborhoods
h± = ( ± [0; h]) ∩ [0; 1];
h = ( + 12 [− h; h]) ∩ [0; 1]; h¿ 0;
so that x ∈ h i@  ∩ I hx = ∅ where I hx = x + 12 [ − h; h]. Our /rst aim is to show
how the local time random measure  on  can be approximated by the normalized
Lebesgue measure h on h. The corresponding result for regenerative sets is classical
(cf. Kingman, 1973).
Lemma 5.1.
h ≡ (
h ∩ ·)
h
w→ a:s: as h → 0:
This result requires no regularity assumptions on  other than ||=∞ a.s., and we
may even allow ¿ 0. In the latter case we have  = 1 · =, and the statement
follows easily by dominated convergence.
Proof. Since X is a.s. strictly increasing, we have a.s.
[0; Xt] = {s ∈ [0; 1]; Xs 6 Xt}= [0; t] = t; t ∈ [0; 1]: (2)
Next, we conclude from the law of large numbers that, as h → 0,∑
j 1{bj ¿h; j 6 t}∑
j 1{bj ¿h}
→ t a:s:; t ∈ [0; 1]:
Thus, for any t ∈ [0; 1],∑
j
(bj ∧ h)1{j 6 t}=
∫ h
0
dr
∑
j
1{bj ¿ r; j 6 t}
∼ t
∫ h
0
dr
∑
j
1{bj ¿ r}= t
∑
j
(bj ∧ h)
and so a.s.
h[0; Xt] =
∑
j(bj ∧ h)1{j 6 t}∑
j(bj ∧ h)
→ t; t ∈ [0; 1]: (3)
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By monotonicity, we can choose the exceptional null sets in (2) and (3) to be inde-
pendent of t. We also note that the two relations remain true with the interval [0; Xt]
replaced by [0; Xt).
Now /x any x ∈ [0; 1], and choose t ∈ [0; 1] such that Xt− 6 x 6 Xt . Discarding
the common null set, we get by (2) and (3)
t = [0; Xt)6 [0; x]6 [0; Xt] = t;
t = lim
h
h[0; Xt)6 lim inf
h
h[0; x]6 lim sup
h
h[0; x]6 lim
h
h[0; Xt] = t:
Hence,
h[0; x]→ t = [0; x]; x ∈ [0; 1]; a:s:
and the assertion follows.
As a /rst step toward proving (1), we may establish the following one-sided bound.
Lemma 5.2. If p is continuous at a ∈ (0; 1); then
lim sup
x→a; h→0
m−1h P{x ∈ h}6 pa:
Proof. Fix any v ∈ (0; 1), let v denote the image of 1[0; v] ·  under X , and consider
the corresponding density
pvx =
∫ v
0
pt;x dt; x; v ∈ (0; 1):
Since both pvx and px − pvx are lower semicontinuous by Fatou’s lemma and the sum
p is continuous at a, the latter property extends to pv. Fixing any ¿ 0, we may then
choose ¿ 0 so small that pvx 6 p
v
a +  whenever |x − a| 6 . By Lemma 3:3, we
may also assume that
P
{
sup
r6h
sup
s6v
s(r; 1)
(r; 1)
¿ 1 + 
}
¡mh; h6 ; (4)
where s = (1− s)−1
∑
j bj1{j 6 s}.
Since the processes Xs− and 1{k ¿ s} are left-continuous, the random sets
Ax =
{
s ∈ (0; 1); s−(x − Xs−; 1)
(x − Xs−; 1) 6 1 + 
}
; x ∈ (0; 1);
(with the understanding that ∞=∞=0) are X -predictable. Now assume that h ∈ (0; )
and [x−h; x] ⊂ a+[−; ]. Using Lemma 3:10, the substitution r=Xs, the de/nitions
of Ax and ps;r , and the choices of , h, and x, we get
P{x ∈ h+; Lx ∈ Ax ∩ [0; v]}
=E
∫ x
x−h
1Ax∩[0;v](Lr)Lr (x − r; 1) (dr)
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=E
∫ v
0
1Ax(s)1[x−h;x](Xs)s(x − Xs; 1) ds
6 (1 + )E
∫ v
0
1[x−h;x](Xs)(x − Xs; 1) ds
=(1 + )
∫ x
x−h
(x − r; 1) dr
∫ v
0
ps;r ds
6 (1 + ) (pva + )mh = (p
v
a + O())mh;
where Lx = [0; x]. On the other hand, we have by (4)
P{x ∈ h+; Lx ∈ Acx ∩ (0; v]}6 mh;
and so by combination,
m−1h P{x ∈ h+; Lx 6 v}6 pva + O():
Fixing any u ∈ (0; v) and employing the same argument in reverse time, we get for a
possibly smaller ¿ 0
m−1h P{x ∈ h+; Lx−h ¿ u}6 pa − pua + O():
Adding the two bounds gives
m−1h (P{x ∈ h+} − P{Lx−h ¡u; Lx ¿v})
6 m−1h P{x ∈ h+; Lx−h ¿ u or Lx 6 v}
6 pa + (pva − pua) + O(): (5)
To estimate the second term on the left, we may choose c as in Lemma 3:1 and
note that
P{Lx−h ¡u; Lx ¿v}6 P{Xu ¿x − h; Xv ¡x}
6 P{Xv − Xu ¡h}
6 (1− v+ u)(h;1)
(1− v+ u)h−c h= o(mh):
By monotone convergence, we also note that pua → pva as u → v. The desired relation—
in the equivalent form with h replaced by h+—now follows from (5) as we let /rst
x → a and h → 0, then  → 0, and /nally u → v.
To state our next result, recall that +x and 
−
x denote the closest points of  to
the right and left of x, and put x = +x − −x . We shall compare the joint distribution
of ±x and x with the distribution of the corresponding quantities ˜
±
x and ˜x for the
cyclically stationary set ˜=+ # (mod 1), where # is U(0; 1) and independent of .
For any measures  and  1;  2; : : : on a common space, we mean by  n ∼  that  n 
for suGciently large n with densities that tend uniformly to 1.
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Lemma 5.3. If p is continuous at a; then as x → a and h → 0;
P{x 6 h}
P{˜x 6 h}
→ pa: (6)
Under the further condition pa ¿ 0; we also have
P[(−x ; 
+
x ) ∈ ·|x 6 h] ∼ P[(˜−x ; ˜+x ) ∈ ·|˜x 6 h]: (7)
Proof. Let pn+ denote the density of L(Xn), and put nh = inf{n; bn 6 h}. For any
Borel set A ⊂ [0; 1]2 we put
An = {u ∈ [0; 1]; (u− bn; u) ∈ A}; n ∈ N:
Note that the cyclically stationary set ˜ =  + # is generated by the correspondingly
shifted process X˜ t = Xt + # (mod 1). Assuming pa ¿ 0 and using Lemma 4:2, we get
as x → a and h → 0
P{(−x ; +x ) ∈ A; x 6 h}=
∑
n¿nh
P{+x = Xn ∈ An}
=
∑
n¿nh
∫ x+bn
x
1An(u)p
n+
u du
∼pa
∑
n¿nh
∫ x+bn
x
1An(u) du
=pa
∑
n¿nh
P{˜+x = X˜ n ∈ An}
=pa P{(˜−x ; ˜+x ) ∈ A; ˜x 6 h}
uniformly for sets A such that the right-hand side is positive. In particular, we may
take A= [0; 1]2 to arrive at (6) in the form
P{x 6 h} ∼ paP{˜x 6 h}:
Formula (7) follows by division of the two relations. If instead pa =0, then the same
computation yields P{x 6 h} = o(P{˜x 6 h}) as x → a and h → 0, which again
proves (6).
We are now ready to establish the asymptotic formula (1) for the hitting probabilities.
Our method also yields some interesting information about the associated conditional
distributions.
Theorem 5.4. If p is continuous at a, then as x → a and h → 0,
P{x ∈ h}
P{x ∈ ˜h}
→ pa: (8)
Under the further condition pa ¿ 0, we also have
‖P[(−x ; +x ) ∈ ·|x ∈ h]− P[(˜−x ; ˜+x ) ∈ ·|x ∈ ˜
h
]‖ → 0: (9)
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Proof. If pa = 0, then (8) holds by Lemma 5.2 since
P{x ∈ ˜h}=
∑
k
(bk ∧ h) = mh; h¿ 0:
Next assume that pa ¿ 0, and de/ne
nh = [(mh=h)1=2] ∧ inf{n ∈ N; bn+1 6 h}; h¿ 0:
Note that nh → ∞ and nhh = o(mh) as h → 0, and also that bnh ¿h for h¡b1. By
Lemma 5.3, we get as x → a and h → 0
P{x ∈ h}¿ P{x ∈ h; x 6 bnh}
∼ paP{x ∈ ˜h; ˜x 6 bnh}
= pa(P{x ∈ ˜h} − P{x ∈ ˜h; ˜x ¿bnh})
¿pa(mh − nhh) ∼ pamh = paP{x ∈ ˜h} (10)
and (8) follows by combination with Lemma 5.2. In particular, the expressions in (10)
are all asymptotically equivalent, and by taking di@erences we get
P{x ∈ h; x ¿bnh} ∨ P{x ∈ ˜
h
; x ¿bnh}= o(mh): (11)
To prove (9) when pa ¿ 0, we may write
‖P{(−x ; +x ) ∈ · ; x ∈ h} − paP{(˜−t ; ˜+t ) ∈ · ; x ∈ ˜
h}‖
6 ‖P{(−x ; +x ) ∈ · ; x ∈ h; x 6 bnh}
−paP{(˜−x ; ˜+x ) ∈ · ; x ∈ ˜
h
; ˜x 6 bnh}‖
+P{x ∈ h; x ¿bnh}+ paP{x ∈ ˜
h
; ˜x ¿bnh}: (12)
By (11) the last two terms are of the order o(mh). Furthermore, we get by Lemma 5.3
P{(−x ; +x ) ∈ · ; x ∈ h; x 6 bnh}
∼ paP{(˜−x ; ˜+x ) ∈ · ; x ∈ ˜
h
; ˜x 6 bnh}
6 paP{x ∈ ˜h}= pamh:
Thus, the /rst term on the right of (12) has the same order o(mh), and (9) follows as
we divide by pamh and apply (8).
6. Palm distributions and conditioning
In this section we use the conditional densities of Section 4 to construct versions
of the Palm distributions Qx of  with desirable regularity properties. We also use the
asymptotic formula for the hitting probabilities in Section 5 to approximate the Palm
distributions by ordinary conditional distributions. Our proofs make essential use of the
general duality theory developed in Kallenberg (1999).
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Each Qx is constructed as a probability measure on M1([0; 1])—the space of all
probability measures on [0; 1]. Weak convergence of the Qx is de/ned in the usual
way with respect to the weak topology on M1([0; 1]). We also consider convergence
in total variation for the restrictions to suitable Borel sets B ⊂ [0; 1]. More precisely,
with B denoting the restriction map  → 1B · onM1([0; 1]), we consider convergence
in total variation of the measures Qx ◦ −1B .
To prepare for the main proofs, we begin with a construction of suitably continuous
versions of the conditional distributions P[ ∈ · |Xt]. For any subinterval I = [a; b] ⊂
[0; 1], let RI denote the -/eld on M1([0; 1]) generated by the restriction map I c ,
so that XI = −1RI . Letting MIt;x be the regular density of P[Xt ∈ ·|XI ] given by
Proposition 4.5, we may construct a kernel Qt;x = Q(t; x; ·) from (0; 1)2 to M([0; 1])
by setting
Qt;xA= p−1t; x E[M
I
t;x;  ∈ A]; x ∈ I; t ∈ (0; 1); A ∈ RI ; (1)
Qt;x{ {x}¿ 0}= 0; x; t ∈ (0; 1); (2)
where 0=0 is interpreted as 0. Recall that pt;x denotes the continuous density of L(Xt)=
P ◦ X−1t .
Proposition 6.1. For MIt;x as in Proposition 4:5, (1) and (2) de8ne consistently a
kernel Qt;x from (0; 1)2 to M([0; 1]) such that
(i) P[ ∈ · |Xt] = Qt;Xt a.s. for all t ∈ (0; 1);
(ii)  [0; 1] = 1 a.e. Qt;x for all t; x ∈ (0; 1) with pt;x ¿ 0;
(iii) Qt;x is jointly continuous at every pair (s; a) with ps;a ¿ 0, both weakly on [0; 1]
and in total variation outside any neighborhood of a.
Proof. The consistency is clear from Proposition 3:3 in Kallenberg (1999), since
MIt;x=pt;x is a reverse martingale in I for /xed t; x ∈ (0; 1) with pt;x ¿ 0 by Propo-
sition 4.5(iii). Now /x any t ∈ (0; 1) and an open interval I ⊂ [0; 1] where pt;x ¿ 0.
Since P{Xt ∈ ·}= pt · , Proposition 4.5(i) yields a.s.
P[Xt ∈ ·|XI ] = (MIt =pt) · P{Xt ∈ ·} on I:
Hence, by (1) and Proposition 3:1 in Kallenberg (1999),
P[ ∈ A|Xt] = Qt;XtA a:s: on {Xt ∈ I}; A ∈ RI ;
which extends to (i) by Proposition 3:4 in Kallenberg (1999), since  is a.s. di@use
and therefore P[{Xt}¿ 0|Xt] = 0 a.s. The total variation part of (iii) is clear by
Proposition 3:2 in Kallenberg (1999), because MIt;x is L
1-continuous in (t; x) ∈ (0; 1)×
I by Proposition 4.5(ii). It remains only to establish property (ii), since the weak
convergence part of (iii) will then follow by Theorem 4:9 in Kallenberg (1986).
By the de/nition of conditioning, we have for any t ∈ (0; 1)
 [0; 1] = 1 a:e: Qt;x; x ∈ (0; 1) a:s: L(Xt): (3)
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To extend this to all x with pt;x ¿ 0, we introduce the time reversals ’x on [0; x] and
 x on [x; 1], given by
’x(s) =
{
x − s; s¡x;
s; s¿ x
and  x =’1 ◦’1−x ◦’1. By the symmetry of X on the intervals [0; t] and [t; 1] (or by
Theorem 4:2 in Kallenberg, 1982), we note that
 ◦ ’−1Xt
d= ◦  −1Xt
d=; t ∈ (0; 1):
Writing
’˜x( ) =  ◦ ’−1x ;  ˜ x( ) =  ◦  −1x ; x ∈ [0; 1];
we obtain for /xed t ∈ (0; 1)
Qt;x ◦ ’˜−1x = Qt;x ◦  ˜
−1
x = Qt;x; x ∈ (0; 1) a:e: L(Xt): (4)
Now /x any t; x ∈ (0; 1) with pt;x ¿ 0, and choose a sequence xn → x outside the
Xt-null sets in (3) and (4). Using (4), the total variation part of (iii), and dominated
convergence, we get as n →∞ for /xed h¿ 0∫
 (x − h; x + h) Qt;xn(d )6
∫
 (xn − 2h; xn + 2h)Qt;xn(d )
=
∫
 (2h; 1− 2h)c Qt;x n(d )
→
∫
 (2h; 1− 2h)c Qt;x(d ):
Similarly, by the same part of (iii),∫
 (x − h; x + h)c Qt;x n(d )→
∫
 (x − h; x + h)c Qt;x(d ):
Adding the two relations and letting h → 0, we get by (2), (3), and dominated
convergence
16
∫
{ (x − h; x + h)c +  (2h; 1− 2h)c}Qt;x(d )→
∫
 [0; 1]Qt;x(d );
which shows that
∫
 [0; 1]Qt;x(d ) ¿ 1. Since also  [0; 1] 6 1 a.s. Qt;x by (1) and
(2), we conclude that  [0; 1] = 1 a.s. Qt;x.
We may now construct versions of the Palm distributions of  with desirable regu-
larity properties. For any subinterval I = [a; b] of [0; 1], let MIx be the regular density
of E[ |XI ] given by Theorem 4.6, and recall that px denotes the particular density∫ 1
0 pt;x dt of E. We de/ne a kernel Qx = Q(x; ·) from (0; 1) to M([0; 1]) by
QxA= p−1x E[M
I
x ;  ∈ A]; x ∈ I; A ∈ RI ; (5)
Qx{ {x}¿ 0}= 0; x ∈ (0; 1); (6)
where the possible ratio 0=0 is again interpreted as 0.
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Theorem 6.2. For MFx in Theorem 4:6, (5) and (6) de8ne consistently a kernel Qx
from (0; 1) to M([0; 1]) such that
(i) E[(dx);  ∈ ·]=E(dx) = Qx a.e. E;
(ii)  [0; 1] = 1 a.e. Qx for all x ∈ (0; 1) with 0¡px ¡∞;
(iii) Qx is continuous at every continuity point a of p with pa ¿ 0, both weakly on
[0; 1] and in total variation outside any neighborhood of a.
Proof. The consistency assertion, property (i), and the total variation part of (iii)
follow, as in the preceding proof, from Theorem 4.6 together with Propositions 3:1–
3:4 of Kallenberg (1999). Next, we may use Fubini’s theorem and the de/nitions of
MIx ; Qt;x, and Qx to write, for appropriate sets and variables,
pxQx = E[MIx ;  ∈ ·] =
∫ 1
0
E[MIt;x;  ∈ ·] dt =
∫ 1
0
pt;xQt;x dt;
which extends immediately to all of R∅. Statement (ii) now follows from the corre-
sponding part of Proposition 6.1, and the weak convergence claim in (iii) follows from
the convergence in total variation by means of Theorem 4:9 in Kallenberg (1986).
We may now prove the advertised approximation property of the Palm distributions
Qx in Theorem 6.2. Recall that mh =
∫
(x ∧ h)(dx).
Theorem 6.3. Fix a continuity point x∈ (0; 1) of p with px ¿ 0. Then for any inter-
vals I → {x} with I = h, we have
(i) m−1h P{I ¿ 0} → px;
(ii) P[ ∈ ·|I ¿ 0] → Qx, both weakly on [0; 1] and in total variation outside any
neighborhood of x.
Proof. Assertion (i) is equivalent to the /rst part of Theorem 5.4. For later needs, we
note that (i) remains valid for exchangeable interval partitions on an arbitrary interval
[a; b], since a rescaling to the unit interval changes both m−1h and p by the same
factor b− a. Now, /x any neighborhood J = [a; b] of x and put Jˆ = [+a ; −b ], with the
understanding that Jˆ = ∅ when +a ¿−b . Let J denote the point process of interval
lengths of  in Jˆ . By Lemma 5.1 we have as h → 0∫
(s ∧ h)J (ds)
mh
=
(h ∩ Jˆ )
h
→ Jˆ = J a:s: (7)
Now consider as in Section 3 the -/elds
XJ = { ∩ J c}; XˆJ =XJ ∨ {+a ; −b }:
By Lemma 3.5, the restriction  ∩ Jˆ is conditionally ergodic exchangeable given XˆJ ,
a.s. on the set {J ¿ 0}. Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 shows that ∩ Jˆ has the same index
of regularity as  itself. Hence, E[|XˆJ ]= Mˆ J · a.s., where the density process Mˆ J is
obtained by Fourier inversion as in Section 4. In particular, Mˆ
J
is a.s. supported by Jˆ ,
and by Proposition 4.1 it is a.s. continuous outside the sets +a +Sd and 
−
b −Sd. Since
the distributions of +a and 
−
b are di@use by Lemma 4.2 and the set Sd is countable
and nonrandom, the process Mˆ
J
is a.s. continuous at every /xed point. In particular,
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we may construct a product-measurable version of Mˆ
J
by suitable approximation from
E[|XˆJ ].
The exchangeable set ∩ Jˆ has a.s. the normalized local time random measure =J
with conditional mean density Mˆ
J
=J . Applying (i) to the conditional distribution of
 ∩ Jˆ given XˆJ , we obtain
P[I ¿ 0|XˆJ ]∫
(s ∧ h)J (ds) →
Mˆ
J
x
J
a:s: on {J ¿ 0}: (8)
Using (7), (8), and (i), we get a.s. on {J ¿ 0}
P[I ¿ 0|XˆJ ]
P{I ¿ 0} =
P[I ¿ 0|XˆJ ]∫
(s ∧ h)J (ds)
∫
(s ∧ h)J (ds)
mh
mh
P{I ¿ 0}
→ Mˆ
J
x
J
J
1
px
=
Mˆ
J
x
px
: (9)
This is also trivially true on the set {J = 0}.
By Lemma 2.2 we may choose a measurable version M˜
J
s of the process E[Mˆ
J
s |XJ ].
Letting MJ be such as in Theorem 4.6 and using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain
M˜
J · = E[|XJ ] =MJ ·  on J a:s: (10)
Since a and b take values in the countable set {0; b1; b2; : : :}, the -/elds XJ and XˆJ
are related as in Lemma 2.5, and it follows that M˜
J
is continuous in probability. By
Theorem 4.6(ii), this is also true for MJ at the point x. We may then use an obvious
extension of Lemma 2.4 in Kallenberg (1999) to conclude from (10) that
MJx = M˜
J
x = E[Mˆ
J
x |XJ ] a:s: (11)
Taking expected values in (11) and using Theorem 4.6(iii), we get in particular
EMˆ
J
x = EM
J
x = px. Hence, the extreme members of (9) have expected value 1, and
so by Proposition 3:12 in Kallenberg (1997) the result remains true in L1. Using (11)
together with the chain rule and L1-contraction property of conditional expectations,
we conclude that
E
∣∣∣∣P[I ¿ 0|XJ ]P{I ¿ 0} − M
J
x
px
∣∣∣∣6 E
∣∣∣∣∣P[I ¿ 0|XˆJ ]P{I ¿ 0} − Mˆ
J
x
px
∣∣∣∣∣→ 0: (12)
Since the measures Qs are derived from P by means of the normalized densities MJs =ps,
the required convergence in total variation on J c follows from (12) by Proposition 3:2
(ii) in Kallenberg (1999). Since J was arbitrary, the corresponding weak convergence
on [0; 1] then follows by Theorem 6.2(ii) above and Theorem 4:9 in Kallenberg (1986).
Note: Early versions of this work were presented at conferences in Oberwolfach
1983, Toronto 1992, and Gainesville 1995. Preliminary manuscript versions have circu-
lated for years among students and colleagues. One student—Elalaoui-Talibi (1999)—
extended some results from Section 4 to higher dimensions.
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